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Appendix II: Titles by Subject Category, 2018-2019

America/Amerians

American Gods
Another Day in the Death of America: A Chronicle of Ten Short Lives
Callings: The Purpose & Passion of Work
Democracy: An American Novel
Driver's License (Object Lessons)
Founding Father: Rediscovering George Washington
Hamilton
Let the Great World Spin
Love and Hate in Jamestown: John Smith, Pocahontas, and The Start of a New Nation
Moonwalking with Einstein: The Art and Science of Remembering Everything
Never Caught: The Washingtons' Relentless Pursuit of Their Runaway Slave, Ona Judge
Strangers in Their Own Land: Anger and Mourning on the American Right
The Colossus of New York
The Epic of American Civilization
The Federalist, Essays #62 and #63
The Hard Way on Purpose: Essays and Dispatches from the Rust Belt
The Island at the Center of the World: The Epic Story of Dutch Manhattan and the Forgotten Colony That Shaped America
There's Something I Want You To Do
Walking to Listen: 4,000 Miles Across America, One Story at a Time
Water Street
What Unites Us: Reflections on Patriotism
Animals/Environmentalism/Nature

American War

Beasts of the Southern Wild

Chasing Water: A Guide for Moving from Scarcity to Sustainability

Coming of Age at the End of Nature: A Generation Faces Living on a Changed Planet

Death in the Air: The True Story of a Serial Killer, the Great London Smog, and the Strangling of a City

Finding Purpose: Environmental Stewardship as a Personal Calling

Garbology: Our Dirty Love Affair with Trash

Grapes of Wrath

No Impact Man: The Adventures of a Guilty Liberal WhoAttempts to Save the Planet, and the Discoveries He Makes About Himself and Our Way of Life in the Process

On Trails: An Exploration

The Community Resilience Reader: Essential Resources for an Era of Upheaval

The Death and Life of the Great Lakes

The Secret World of Red Wolves: The Fight to Save North America’s Other Wolf

The Serengeti Rules: The Quest to Discover How Life Works and Why It Matters

The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural History

The Water Will Come: Rising Seas, Sinking Cities, and the Remaking of the Civilized World

The Winona LaDuke Chronicles: Stories from the Front Lines in the Battle for Environmental Justice

The Worst Hard Time: The Untold Story of Those Who Survived the Great American Dust Bowl

This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate

We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves

What the Eyes Don’t See: A Story of Crisis, Resistance, and Hope in an American City

Wild: From Lost to Found on the Pacific Crest Trail

Wine to Water: A Bartender’s Quest to Bring Clean Water to the World
Apocalyptic/Dystopian/Science Fiction

1984
A Game of Thrones
American Gods
American War
Beasts of the Southern Wild
Binti
Bloodchild
Dawn
Every Day
Frankenstein [Gus Grimly]
Frankenstein [Mary Shelley]
Mono no Aware
Ms. Marvel #1: No Normal
Never Let Me Go
Octavia’s Brood: Science Fiction Stories from Social Justice Movements
One Second After
Parable of the Sower
Ready Player One
Station Eleven
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
The Girl Who Was Plugged In
The Handmaid’s Tale
The Left Hand of Darkness
The Machine Stops
The Power
Artists’ Lives/Arts

*Bel Canto*
*Born a Crime: Stories from a South African Childhood*
*Create Dangerously: The Immigrant Artist at Work*
*Do Not Say We Have Nothing*
*Sonny’s Blues*
*Swing Time*
*The Prince of Los Cocuyos: A Miami Childhood*

Business/Economics/Economy

*A More Beautiful Question: The Power of Inquiry to Spark Breakthrough Ideas*
*How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia*
*The Broken Ladder: How Inequality Affects the Way We Think, Live, and Die*
*The Community Resilience Reader: Essential Resources for an Era of Upheaval*
*The Decline of the Newspaper: An Overview*
*The Hard Way on Purpose: Essays and Dispatches from the Rust Belt*
*Where Am I Wearing?: A Global Tour to the Countries, Factories, and People That Make Our Clothes*

Career Advice/Success

*Becoming a Learner: Realizing the Opportunity of Education*
*Existentialism Is a Humanism*
*Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance*
*Habitudes: Images That Form Leadership Habits & Attitudes*
*How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia*
*Lean In: Women, Work, and the Will to Lead*
*My Beloved World*
Teach Yourself How to Learn: Strategies You Can Use to Ace Any Course at Any Level

Team of Teams: New Rules of Engagement for a Complex World

The Defining Decade: Why Your Twenties Matter—and How to Make the Most of Them Now

What Should I Do with My Life?: The True Story of People Who Answered the Ultimate Question

What the Best College Students Do

Civil Rights/Racism/Slavery

All American Boys

Americanah

Between the World and Me

Born a Crime: Stories from a South African Childhood

Boy, Snow, Bird

Citizen: An American Lyric

Color and Character: West Charlotte High and the American Struggle over Educational Equality

Dear Madam President: An Open Letter to the Women Who Will Run the World

Homegoing

How Does It Feel To Be A Problem? Being Young and Arab in America

How to Be an Indian in the 21st Century

Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl

Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption

Killers of the Flower Moon: The Osage Murders and the Birth of the FBI

Kindred

March: Book One

March: Trilogy

Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave

Never Caught: The Washingtons’ Relentless Pursuit of Their Runaway Slave, Ona Judge
Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools

Race to Incarcerate: A Graphic Retelling

Reading with Patrick: A Teacher, a Student, and a Life-Changing Friendship

Real American: A Memoir

Sing, Unburied, Sing

Something Must Be Done About Prince Edward County: A Family, a Virginia Town, a Civil Rights Battle

Tell Me How It Ends: An Essay in Forty Questions

The Coming

The Fire Next Time

The Fire This Time: A New Generation Speaks about Race

The Hate U Give

The John Carlos Story: The Sports Moment That Changed the World

The Montgomery Bus Boycott and the Women Who Started It: The Memoir of JoAnn Gibson Robinson

The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness

The Origins of Others

The Rains: Voices for American Liberty

The Souls of Black Folk

The Sun Does Shine: How I Found Life and Freedom on Death Row

The Underground Railroad

Tigerland: 1968-1969: A City Divided, A Nation Torn Apart, and a Magical Season of Healing

UGH!?! Not Another Diversity Book: When Multicultural Competence Meets a Real Reality

Weapons of Math Destruction: How Big Data Increases Inequality and Threatens Democracy

What We Lose

When They Call You a Terrorist: A Black Lives Matters Memoir
Coming of Age

Dust Tracks on a Road
Make Your Home Among Strangers
The World's Largest Man
Walking to Listen: 4,000 Miles Across America, One Story at a Time

Crime and Punishment/Police

A Few Good Men
A Place to Stand
A Question of Freedom: A Memoir of Learning, Survival, and Coming of Age in Prison
A Stone of Hope: A Memoir
All American Boys
Another Day in the Death of America: A Chronicle of Ten Short Lives Antigonick
Beartown
Between the World and Me
Black Dove: Mamá, Mi’jo, and Me
Bullets into Bells: Poets and Citizens Respond to Gun Violence
Dead Man Walking
Death in the Air: The True Story of a Serial Killer, the Great London Smog, and the Strangling of a City
Getting Out
Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption
Killers of the Flower Moon: The Osage Murders and the Birth of the FBI
Little Nation & Other Stories
Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools
Race to Incarcerate: A Graphic Retelling
Reading with Patrick: A Teacher, a Student, and a Life-Changing Friendship
Signs Preceding the End of the World
Sing, Unburied, Sing
Street Life: Poverty, Gangs, and a Ph.D.
Tattoos on the Heart: The Power of Boundless Compassion
The 57 Bus: A True Story About Two Teenagers and the Crime That Changed Their Lives
The Hate U Give
The Line Becomes a River: Dispatches from the Border
The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness
The Other Wes Moore: One Name, Two Fates
The Sun Does Shine: How I Found Life and Freedom on Death Row
Think No Evil: Inside the Story of the Amish Schoolhouse Shooting . . . and Beyond
White Tiger
Wrecked

Disability/Disease/Mental Health

A Body, Undone: Living on After Great Pain
Ascend and Transcend 2018-2019
Billy Lynn’s Long Halftime Walk
Brain on Fire: My Month of Madness
Calico Joe
Carry On: A Story of Resilience, Redemption, and an Unlikely Family
Dear Evan Hansen
Fig
Hunger: A Memoir of (My) Body
Life, Animated: A Story of Sidekicks, Heroes, and Autism
Prisoner of Her Past: A Son’s Memoir
Radium Girls: The Dark Story of America’s Shining Women
Season to Taste: How I Lost My Sense of Smell and Found My Way
*Station Eleven*

*Suicide Notes*

*The Book of Unknown Americans*

*The Last Lecture*

*The Weight of this World*

*The World’s Strongest Librarian: A Book Lover’s Adventures*

*Tough as They Come*

*Turtles All the Way Down*

---

**Disasters**

*All They Will Call You*

*One Amazing Thing*

---

**Dispossession/Emigration/Exile**

*Create Dangerously: The Immigrant Artist at Work*

*Exit West*

*First They Killed My Father: A Daughter of Cambodia Remembers*

*Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet: A Novel*

*Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood*

*Strangers in Their Own Land: Anger and Mourning on the American Right*

*The Best We Could Do: An Illustrated Memoir*

*The Complete Persepolis*

*The Girl with Seven Names: Escape from North Korea*

*The Latehomecomer: A Hmong Family Memoir*

*The Lightless Sky: A Twelve-Year-Old Refugee’s Extraordinary Journey Across Half the World*

*The Odyssey*

*The Refugees*
Under the Sea Wind: A Naturalist’s Picture of Ocean Life
Unflattening
When the Emperor Was Divine

Drugs/Poverty

$2.00 a Day: Living on Almost Nothing in America
A Place to Stand
A Stone of Hope: A Memoir
Air Traffic: A Memoir of Ambition & Manhood in America
An Invisible Thread: The True Story of an 11-Year-Old Panhandler, a Busy Sales Executive, and an Unlikely Meeting with Destiny
Beautiful Boy: A Father’s Journey Through His Son’s Addiction
Behold the Dreamers
Born Bright: A Young Girl’s Journey from Nothing to Something in America
Dreamland: The True Tale of America’s Opiate Epidemic
Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City
Little Nation & Other Stories
No Apparent Distress: A Doctor’s Coming-of-Age on the Front Lines of American Medicine
Sonny’s Blues
Stories from the Shadows: Reflections of a Street Doctor
The Last Ballad
The Other Wes Moore: One Name, Two Fates
The Weight of this World
The Worst Hard Time: The Untold Story of Those Who Survived the Great American Dust Bowl
Under the Sea Wind: A Naturalist’s Picture of Ocean Life
Where Am I Wearing?: A Global Tour to the Countries, Factories, and People That Make Our Clothes
White Tiger
Education

*Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress*

*Born Bright: A Young Girl's Journey from Nothing to Something in America*

*Color and Character: West Charlotte High and the American Struggle over Educational Equality*

*Dust Tracks on a Road*

*Educated: A Memoir*

*Hot Dogs and Hamburgers: Unlocking Life's Potential by Inspiring Literacy at Any Age*

*It Takes a School: The Extraordinary Story of American School in the World's #1 Failed State*

*Learning for the Love of God*

*Speak Freely: Why Universities Must Defend Free Speech*

*Street Life: Poverty, Gangs, and a Ph.D.*

*The Decline of Reading: An Overview*

*Undocumented: A Dominican Boy's Odyssey From a Homeless Shelter to the Ivy League*

Ethnic Cleansing/Genocide/Oppressive Regimes

*1984*

*Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress*

*Brother, I'm Dying*

*Do Not Say We Have Nothing*

*First They Killed My Father: A Daughter of Cambodia Remembers In the Time of the Butterflies*

*Maus I: A Survivor's Tale. My Father Bleeds History*

*People of the Book*

*Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood*

*Prisoner of Her Past: A Son's Memoir*
Saving Lives in Auschwitz: The Prisoners’ Hospital in Buna-Monowitz
The Book Thief
The Complete Persepolis
The Girl with Seven Names: Escape from North Korea
The Little School: Tales of Disappearance and Survival
The Orphan’s Tale
The Years of Zero: Coming of Age Under the Khmer Rouge

Ethnic Identity/Sexual Identity

A Body, Undone: Living on After Great Pain
Becoming Nicole: The Transformation of an American Family
Clash of Civilizations Over an Elevator in Piazza Vitorio
Everything I Never Told You
Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic
How to Be an Indian in the 21st Century
Lou Sullivan: Daring to be a Man Among Men
One Amazing Thing
Redefining Realness: My Path to Womanhood, Identity, Love & So Much More
Suicide Notes
The 57 Bus: A True Story About Two Teenagers and the Crime That Changed Their Lives
The Black Panther
The Fire This Time: A New Generation Speaks about Race
The Laramie Project
The Left Hand of Darkness
The Madonnas of Echo Park
The Prince of Los Cocuyos: A Miami Childhood
The Souls of Black Folk
Tulalip, From My Heart: An Autobiographical Account of a Reservation Community
Family Dysfunction/Separation

A Long Way Home
Air Traffic A Memoir of Ambition & Manhood in America
Beautiful Boy: A Father’s Journey Through His Son’s Addiction
Boy, Snow, Bird
Educated: A Memoir
Enrique’s Journey: The Story of a Boy’s Dangerous Odyssey to Reunite with His Mother
Everything I Never Told You
Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic
Maus I: A Survivor’s Tale. My Father Bleeds History
The Distance Between Us
The Leavers
The Odyssey
The Orphan’s Tale
The Terrorist’s Son: A Story of Choice
We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves
What We Lose

Feminism/Sex Discrimination/Women

Bad Feminist
Delusions of Gender: How Our Minds, Society, and Neurosexism Create Difference
Fifty Years Ago, Protesters Took On The Miss America Pageant and Electrified the Feminist Movement
Girls Like Us: Fighting for a World Where Girls Are Not for Sale: A Memoir
Hidden Figures [film]
Hidden Figures: The American Dream and the Untold Story of the Black Women Mathematicians Who Helped Win the Space Race
Homegoing
In the Time of the Butterflies
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl

Lab Girl

Lean In: Women, Work, and the Will to Lead

Mono no Aware My Ántonia

No Matter the Wreckage

Radioactive: Marie and Pierre Curie, A Tale of Love and Fallout

Radium Girls: The Dark Story of America’s Shining Women

The Female Persuasion

The Girl Who Was Plugged In

The Handmaid’s Tale

The Montgomery Bus Boycott and the Women Who Started It: The Memoir of Jo Ann Gibson Robinson

The Power

We Should All Be Feminists

Women & Power: A Manifesto

Wrecked

Food

A History of the World in 6 Glasses

Behind the Kitchen Door

Hunger: A Memoir of (My) Body

Season to Taste: How I Lost My Sense of Smell and Found My Way

Stuffed and Starved: The Hidden Battle for the World Food System

The Good Food Revolution: Growing Healthy Food, People, and Communities

Humanitarianism/Social Activism

A Selfish Plan to Save the World: Finding Big Purpose in Big Problem

Behind the Kitchen Door

Chasing Water: A Guide for Moving from Scarcity to Sustainability

Everyday Ambassador: Make a Difference by Connecting in a Disconnected World
Fifty Years Ago, Protesters Took On The Miss America Pageant and Electrified the Feminist Movement

Girls Like Us: Fighting for a World Where Girls Are Not for Sale: A Memoir

Hot Dogs and Hamburgers: Unlocking Life's Potential by Inspiring Literacy at Any Age

It Takes a School: The Extraordinary Story of American School in the World's #1 Failed State

Mango Elephants in the Sun: How Life in an African Village Let Me Be in My Skin

Octavia's Brood: Science Fiction Stories from Social Justice Movements

Sacred Ground: Pluralism, Prejudice, and the Promise of America

Stories from the Shadows: Reflections of a Street Doctor

Stuffed and Starved: The Hidden Battle for the World Food System

Swing Time

The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind: Creating Currents of Electricity and Hope

The Female Persuasion

The Last Ballad

The Winona LaDuke Chronicles: Stories from the Front Lines in the Battle for Environmental Justice

The Work: My Search for a Life That Matters

This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate

This Far by Faith: Twenty Years at Cass Community

Tulalip, From My Heart: An Autobiographical Account of a Reservation Community

UGH!?! Not Another Diversity Book: When Multicultural Competence Meets a Real Reality

What the Eyes Don't See: A Story of Crisis, Resistance, and Hope in an American City

When They Call You a Terrorist: A Black Lives Matters Memoir

Wine to Water: A Bartender's Quest to Bring Clean Water to the World
Immigration

All They Will Call You
Americanah
Behold the Dreamers
Black Dove: Mamá, Mi’jo, and Me
Brother, I’m Dying
Clash of Civilizations Over an Elevator in Piazza Vitorio
Enrique’s Journey: The Story of a Boy’s Dangerous Odyssey to Reunite with His Mother
Exit West
Hamilton
Hope and Other Dangerous Pursuits
Immigration Essays
In the Country We Love: My Family Divided
Make Your Home Among Strangers
My Ántonia
Native Speaker
Signs Preceding the End of the World
Spare Parts: Four Undocumented Teenagers, One Ugly Robot, and the Battle for the American Dream
Tell Me How It Ends: An Essay in Forty Questions
The Best We Could Do: An Illustrated Memoir
The Book of Unknown Americans
The Distance Between Us
The Latehomecomer: A Hmong Family Memoir
The Leavers
The Lightless Sky: A Twelve-Year-Old Refugee’s Extraordinary Journey Across Half the World
The Line Becomes a River: Dispatches from the Border
The Origins of Others

The Refugees

Undocumented: A Dominican Boy’s Odyssey From a Homeless Shelter to the Ivy League

Imprisonment/Internment

When the Emperor Was Divine

International History

A History of the World in 6 Glasses

Enlightenment Now: The Case for Reason, Science, Humanism, and Progress

The Epic of American Civilization

Wonderland: How Play Made the Modern World

Media/Science/Technology

#republic: Divided Democracy in the Age of Social Media

A Long Way Home

Dear Madam President: An Open Letter to the Women Who Will Run the World

Delusions of Gender: How Our Minds, Society, and Neurosexism Create Difference

Endurance: A Year in Space, A Lifetime of Discovery

Everyday Ambassador: Make a Difference by Connecting in a Disconnected World

Everybody Lies: Big Data, New Data, and What the Internet Can Tell Us About Who We Really Are

Hidden Figures [film]

Hidden Figures: The American Dream and the Untold Story of the Black Women Mathematicians Who Helped Win the Space Race

How to Break Up with Your Phone: The 30-Day Plan to Take Back Your Life
How to Fly a Horse: The Secret History of Creation, Invention, and Discovery

Irresistible: The Rise of Addictive Technology and the Business of Keeping Us Hooked

Lab Girl

Life, Animated: A Story of Sidekicks, Heroes, and Autism

Pandora’s Lab: Seven Stories of Science Gone Wrong

Radioactive: Marie and Pierre Curie, A Tale of Love and Fallout

Reclaiming Conversation: The Power of Talk in a Digital Age

So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed

Soonish: Ten Emerging Technologies That’ll Improve and/or Ruin Everything

Spare Parts: Four Undocumented Teenagers, One Ugly Robot, and the Battle for the American Dream

The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind: Creating Currents of Electricity and Hope

The Decline of Reading: An Overview

The Decline of the Newspaper: An Overview

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks

The Influencing Machine: Brooke Gladstone on the Media

The Machine Stops

The New Science of Learning: How to Learn in Harmony With Your Brain

We Need to Talk: How to Have Conversations That Matter

Weapons of Math Destruction: How Big Data Increases Inequality and Threatens Democracy

Wonderland: How Play Made the Modern World

Medicine/Mortality

Bloodchild

Dreamland: The True Tale of America’s Opiate Epidemic

Frankenstein [Gus Grimly]

Frankenstein [Mary Shelley]
Mercies in Disguise: A Story of Hope, a Family’s Genetic Destiny, and the Science That Rescued Them

Never Let Me Go

No Apparent Distress: A Doctor’s Coming-of-Age on the Front Lines of American Medicine

The Bridge of San Luis Rey

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks

The Last Lecture

When Breath Becomes Air

Philosophy/Religion/Spirituality

A New Model for Campus Health: Integrating Well-being Into Campus Life

An Unhurried Life: Following Jesus’ Rhythms of Work and Rest

Being Wrong: Adventures in the Margin of Error

Dead Man Walking

Ecclesiastes

Enlightenment Now: The Case for Reason, Science, Humanism, and Progress

How to Mark a Book

Island of a Thousand Mirrors

Justice: What’s the Right Thing to Do

Learning for the Love of God

Mere Christianity

Nicomachean Ethics

Parable of the Sower

People of the Book

Sacred Ground: Pluralism, Prejudice, and the Promise of America

Speak Freely: Why Universities Must Defend Free Speech

Tattoos on the Heart: The Power of Boundless Compassion

The Book of Joy: Lasting Happiness in a Changing World
The Bridge of San Luis Rey
The Common Good
The Happiness Hypothesis: Finding Modern Truth in Ancient Wisdom
The World’s Strongest Librarian: A Book Lover’s Adventures
Think No Evil: Inside the Story of the Amish Schoolhouse Shooting . . . and Beyond
This Far by Faith: Twenty Years at Cass Community
This I Believe: Life Lessons
This I Believe: The Personal Philosophies of Remarkable Men and Women
Trust Me
Turning Strangers into Political Friends

Politics

#republic: Divided Democracy in the Age of Social Media
A Game of Thrones
Antigone
Democracy: An American Novel
Macbeth
The Black Panther
The Common Good
The Federalist, Essays #62 and #63
Their Finest Hour
Trust Me Turning Strangers into Political Friends
What Unites Us: Reflections on Patriotism
Psychology/Pursuit of Happiness/
Self-Help

A More Beautiful Question: The Power of Inquiry to Spark Breakthrough Ideas
A Selfish Plan to Save the World: Finding Big Purpose in Big Problem
An Unhurried Life: Following Jesus' Rhythms of Work and Rest
Battleborn
Being Wrong: Adventures in the Margin of Error
Blindspot: Hidden Biases of Good People
Braving the Wilderness: The Quest for True Belonging and the Courage to Stand Alone
Designing Your Life: How to Build a Well-Lived, Joyful Life
Fig
Finding Purpose: Environmental Stewardship as a Personal Calling
Founding Father: Rediscovering George Washington
Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance
Hammer Head: The Making of a Carpenter
How to Break Up with Your Phone: The 30-Day Plan to Take Back Your Life
How to Think: A Survival Guide for a World at Odds
Irresistible: The Rise of Addictive Technology and the Business of Keeping Us Hooked
Popular: Finding Happiness and Success in a World That Cares Too Much About the Wrong Kinds of Relationships
Rules for a Knight
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
The Book of Joy: Lasting Happiness in a Changing World
The Broken Ladder: How Inequality Affects the Way We Think, Live, and Die
The Defining Decade: Why Your Twenties Matter—and How to Make the Most of Them Now
The Happiness Hypothesis: Finding Modern Truth in Ancient Wisdom

The Kiss: Intimacies from Writers

The Moral Bucket List

The New Science of Learning: How to Learn in Harmony With Your Brain

The Power of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in Life and Business

The Runaway Species: How Human Creativity Remakes the World

Tribe of Mentors: Short Life Advice from The Best in The World

Tribe: On Homecoming & Belonging

We Need to Talk: How to Have Conversations That Matter

What Should I Do with My Life?: The True Story of People Who Answered the Ultimate Question

Sports

Beartown

Carry On: A Story of Resilience, Redemption, and an Unlikely Family

Calico Joe

The Boys in the Boat: Nine Americans and Their Epic Quest for Gold at the 1936 Berlin Olympics

The John Carlos Story: The Sports Moment That Changed the World

Tigerland: 1968-1969: A City Divided, A Nation Torn Apart, and a Magical Season of Healing

War

A Few Good Men

Bel Canto

Billy Lynn’s Long Halftime Walk

Hiroshima

Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet: A Novel
Macbeth
One Second After
Thank You for Your Service
The Iliad (Books 1-6)
The Terrorist’s Son: A Story of Choice
Their Finest Hour
Tough as They Come
Tribe of Mentors: Short Life Advice from The Best in The World
Tribe: On Homecoming & Belonging
Unflattening